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ON A  WEAKLY  CLOSED  SUBSET OF THE SPACE
OF T-SMOOTH MEASURES

WOLFGANG  GRÖMIG

Abstract. It is known that a lot of topological properties

devolve from a basic space X to the family MT(X) of all r-smooth

Borel measures endowed with the weak topology (or to certain

subspaces of Mr(X)). The aim of this paper is to show that among

these topological properties there cannot be properties which are

hereditary on closed subsets but not on countable products of

X, e.g. normality, paracompactness, the Lindelöf property, local

compactness and d-compactness. For this purpose it is proved that

the countable product space XN is homeomorphic to a closed subset

of MT(X). A further consequence of this result is for example that,

for the family M](X) of probability measures in MT(X), compact-

ness, local compactness and tr-compactness are equivalent properties.

Let X be a Hausdorff space. By MiX) we denote the family of all

nonnegative finite-valued measures defined on the Borel field of X.

Let M(X) be endowed with the weak topology, i.e. the weakest topology

for which each map p^-pG, where G is an open subset of X, is lower

semicontinuous and p->pX is continuous.

It is an immediate consequence of the definition of this topology that

a net (pJaeD of measures converges (weakly) to a measure p in M(X)

if and only if pX=lim pxX and either pG^lim inf pfi for every open

set Ge X or pF^.lim sup pj? for every closed set F <= X. Further criteria

for weak convergence of measures may be gathered from [3, Theorem

8.1].
Two subsets of M(X), the families MtiX) of tight and Mr(X) of r-

smooth measures in M(X), are of special interest. A measure p e M(X)

is said to be tight if

pA = suo{pK | K <=■ A, K compact}

for each Borel set A and r-smooth if

pF0 = inf{pF\F e^}
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for each system SF of closed subsets of X directed downwards to the

closed set F0. Clearly, Mt(X) is a subset of MT(X). The sets of all proba-

bility measures in Mt(X) and MT(X) are denoted by M](X) and M)(X).

Let ex be the probability measure giving mass unity to the point x E X.

Then 2n=i cn£x w^h c« = 0> n e N, is the measure with mass cn in the

point xn e X, n e N.

If A is a subset of X, we write ^° for the interior, Ac for the closure

and I a for the characteristic function of A.•*

Lemma 1.    Lei c„^0, n e N, be a sequence of real numbers such that

2ñ=j.c„<co.   FAe«   (xn)„eN-»-2n=i V*„   rfe^nej   a   continuous  mapping

from XN into Mt(X).

Proof. Let ((x^L^^o be a net in XN and (x„)KeJV e JfN such that

xn,aT*xn (K e F>) for each « e N. Put

CO 00

/^ = 2 c«e*„ « (*6 D) and i" = 2 c»e<v
n=l ' n—1

Obviously, the map x—*-ex is continuous; hence ex -+ex (aeD)

for each n e N. Let e>0 and G<^X be an open set. Then there ismeiV

such that
m m

ßG - e ^ 2 cn£x(G) = 2 cn lim inf Sxn J.G)
n=l n=l a

tn

^ lim inf 2 V,   (G) ^ lim inf pxG.
a n=l " a

This implies pG^lim inf pfi for every open set G. Hence px-*p.

Theorem 1. Let cn=0, ne N, be a sequence of real numbers such that

2™=i cn< °0- Then {p\p = ^n=i cnEx • xn G -^ (w e W)} /s a closed subset

ofMT(X).

Proof. Let p e MT(X) and ((xn,«)«ejv)aez> be a net in A'*' such that

PcT^-p, where px=~Zñ=iCnex a (aeD). Without loss of generality we

may assume that the net (jrBt01)œ2) is constant for each ne N with c„=0.

Further let (oLß)ßeE be a universal subnet of D (more precisely, of the

identity map of D). Then (xn_a )ßeE is a universal subnet of ixnx)xeD for

each ne N.

Let ne N such that c„>0 and" assume that for each x £ X there is a

neighborhood Nix) of x such that x„,a is eventually lying in the comple-

ment of Nix). Then the system

F = {F | F c X closed, x      eventually in F}

is directed downwards to the empty set. Since p is r-smooth, it follows
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that inf{pF\Fe ¡F}=0. This leads to a contradiction, as on the other

hand p  -^-p, and hence

pF ^ lim sup p  F ^ lim sup c„lF(x„   ) = c„ > 0
ß " ß

for every F e Jr.

Since ixn,Xß)ßeE is universal, this implies that for each ne N there is

xne X such that xnct ->xn (/S e E). By Lemma 1 we may conclude that

00

71=1

We claim that p=p ■ Since /aA'=lim,«aX=p'X, it suffices to prove

that /a{x„}=/tt'{x„} for every ne N. Let ne N and e>0 be given. Because

X is Hausdorff, the system of all closed subsets F of A" for which xn lies

in the interior F° of F is directed downwards to the set {x„}. Hence, as

p is T-smooth, there exists a closed set F<=X such that x„eF° and

pF^p{xn} + e, and it follows that

p'{xn) ^ p'F° ^ liminf>   F0 = lim suP/M  F
í .   /        fi    y

= pF <; //{*„} + e.

Thus /í'{x„}^/í{x„}. The inverse inequality is proved analogously,

since p is r-smooth, too.

As a special case the preceding theorem includes the result that the

collection of one-point probability measures on I is a closed subset of

MTiX). This set is however not necessarily closed in MLY), as the following

example shows.

Let X be the space of all ordinals up to and including the first uncount-

able ordinal Q. With the usual order topology X is a compact Hausdorff

space. It is well known that the set function p defined by pA = l or pA=0

according as the Borel set A does or does not contain an unbounded

closed subset of the space X— {Q.} is a measure, i.e. p e Mix) (cf. [1,

p. 231, (10)]). Obviously this measure p is the weak limit of the net

(Sa)x<il-

Note that both p and en are limit measures of the net (ea)<i<n- This

shows that even for a compact Hausdorff space X the space MiX) need

not be Hausdorff, too.

Theorem 2. Let c„>0, ne N, be a sequence of real numbers such that

2n=m+i cn<cm for each mEN. Then (xj^—^i cneXn defines a homeo-

morphism Tfrom XN into MtiX).
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Proof. Since cm>2"=tn+1 cn f°r each m e N, it is quite evident that

J.nSi1cn=2nEi1cn implies IX=I2 for all IX,I2<=N and therefore F is

one-to-one.

We now claim that F_1 is continuous. Let Hxnx)neN)xeD be a net in

XN and (x„)n6iv £ -^N- Suppose p^p, where

OO OO

1««  =  2 C"£*„.a      (" £ ^      and      ■"  = 2 C«fiV
n=l n=l

To prove that xnt0¿-+xn (a g D) for each « 6 TV, we proceed by induction.

Let U be some open neighbourhood of xv Since, for each a e D,

CO CO

/**v = 2 c»Mx«.J = c^u(xi.«) + 2c"'
71=1 71=2

it follows that
CO

cl ^ fxU ̂  lim inf ¡¿JJ = 2 c« + ^m ^ ci^(xi.«)

< Ci + liminf Cil-^Cx-i.a).

71=2

Thus   lim infa c1lrj(xlc[)>0,   which  implies   that   x, a e Í7,   eventually.

Hence xx x-+xx.

Assume now that xnx~^xn (a e D) for each n e {1, • ■ • , w—1} with

some m>l. Define /={«|n<w, xn=xm), J={n\n<Cm, x„-^xm} and let

[/ be an open neighborhood of xm of which we may and do assume that

{xn\n eJ}r,Uc=0. Then there exists a0 e D such that for each oc^a0

we have x„ „ e U if « e / and x„ „ e X— UifneJ. Thus

/"«^  = 2 C«  + 2 Cnlu(XnJ  = 2 C« +  2  C« +  «^M*-».«)
ne/ îi=7H rie/ n>m

for every oc^a0, and we conclude that

2C« + c™ =1"^ = Um inf pxU
a

= 2 C» + 2 C" + Hm illf C«1 C/(Xm.a)
nel n>m

< 2 C» + C™ + Um inf ̂ M*™,*)-

nel

nel n> m

nel

Hence lim infa cmla(xm a)>0 for every neighborhood U of xm, whence

xm.«-^xm («■ e F>).

Since the map T is continuous by Lemma  1, it has the required

properties.
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Corollary. The countable product space XN is homeomorphic to a

closed subset of MT(X) consisting only of tight probability measures.

This corollary yields that a topological property which is hereditary

on closed subsets cannot devolve from X onto MT(X), M\(X), Mt(X)

or M}(X), respectively, unless it devolves from X to XN. Hence we obtain

the result that for a normal space X the weak topology of these spaces is

not normal in general, since even XxX may already fail to be normal

(cf. [2, p. 133, 4.1]). The same holds for paracompact and for Lindelöf

spaces (cf. [2, p. 113, Lemma 1 and p. 159, Corollary 32 in addition to

4.1]).
Furthermore we know that X has to be compact in case XN is locally

compact or cr-compact (i.e. the union of countably many compact sets).

Thus, if M\(X) or M)(X) is locally compact or cr-compact, then X is

compact, in which case M](X) and M)(X) are compact, too (see

Theorems 9.1 (iii) and 9.2 of [3]), i.e. the weak topology of M}(X) and

M)(X) is necessarily compact, if it is locally compact or o*-compact.

We may also conclude (by the same theorems of [3]) that MT(X), as

well as Mt(X), is locally compact, respectively o--compact, if and only if

Jfis compact, since the sets {p\pX^n}, ne N, are compact if A'is compact,

and each p is contained in the interior of one of these sets.

Finally we like to refer the reader who wishes to have information about

those topological properties that devolve from a basic space X to spaces

of measures on X (in their weak topology) to the papers of Varadarajan

[4] and Topsoe [3, Theorem 11.2].
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